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The machine translation hype cycle
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Figure 3.1: Machine translation hype cycle: For most of its history the expectations of machine trans-
lation quality have either over or under-estimated the real progress in quality, forming boom-and-bust
cycles for research and development. Nevertheless machine translation has become a practical reality
over the last twenty years (note: chart based in the subjective impressions of the author, not hard facts).

also how this research evolved in the eco-system of funding agencies, commercial developers,
and acceptance by users.

3.1 Neural Networks

3.1.1 The Biological Inspiration

Let us first take a look how research in neural networks evolved1. It starts with the term neural,
expressing inspiration from neurons in the brain. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration of the core
elements of such a real neuron — the human brain has about 100 million of them. Each neuron
receives as inputs signals from other neurons via its dendrites. If the combined signals are
strong enough, the neuron becomes activated and passes a signal via is axon to the various
axon terminals that are connected to other dendrites of other neurons.

From this biological inspiration, artificial neural networks (ANN), as they also sometimes
called to clarify the distinction, take the idea of combining inputs (by a weighted sum), an
activation function and an output value. But artificial neurons and natural neurons are quite
different. The activation in artificial neurons is represented as a real number, while natural
neurons have activation in the form of binary spikes at different frequencies. Artificial neurons
are connected in orderly architectures and grouped into layers that are processed in a sequence

1A more detailed history is presented by Andrey Kurenkov at http://www.andreykurenkov.com/writing/ai/
a-brief-history-of-neural-nets-and-deep-learning/

from Philipp Koehn: Neural Machine Translation

… but the practical side to it

from Philipp Koehn: Neural Machine Translation
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Figure 2.2: Increase in translator productivity when using machine translation (measured in words per
hour). Study from Autodesk (Plitt and Masselot, 2010) on several language pairs with an in-house
machine translation system.

of translators that once relied on pen and paper already changed in the 1990s when translation
memory tools became common. Think of these tools as searchable parallel corpora. When con-
fronted with a sentence to translate, the tool searched its database of previous translations to
find the most similar sentence and presented it with its translation. If individual professional
translators often work for the same client, they will become much faster when translating repet-
itive content, such as annual reports, legal contracts, or product descriptions that contain a lot
of re-used text.

The adoption of machine translation by professional translators has been a very long slog
which is still not completed. For some type of translation jobs machine translation is not a use-
ful tool, such as marketing messages that have to honed in on the nuances of the targeted local
culture. Other examples are literature and poetry. But for many more conventional translation
jobs, machine translation is able to help.

The crudest form of collaboration between machine and human is to provide professional
translators with the raw translation of the machine translation system and task them to correct
it. This is called post-editing machine translation. See Figure 2.2 for a study that compared
translation speeds of professional translators when post-editing machine translation vs. trans-
lation from scratch. In this particular study, productivity increases of 42–131% were achieved.
In the multi-billion dollar industry such productivity gains have enormous impact.

However, adoption of machine translation in the translation industry has been very con-
troversial. Much of that has to do with how the cost savings of higher productivity are dis-
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The amazing utility of parallel corpora 18 years of MT resource development

(1)  Public data sets
(2)  Customizing machine translation
(3)  Free resources and translation models
(4)  New collaborations and use cases
(5)  Open translation services

(1) OPUS - An Open Parallel corpUS

Rosendal 2002

NoDaLiDa 2003

http://opus.nlpl.eu
Highlights
• over 800 language and language variants
• 5 billion sentences in 58 corpora
• several domains (legislation, medical, subtitles ...)
• > 76,000 language pairs, 10.8 billion translation units
• available in several data formats (OPUS XML, TMX, Moses)

Tools & online services
• tools for conversion, annotation, alignment
• online search interfaces
• word alignment database + concordances

http://opus.nlpl.eu



What is included?

• Copyright-free Books
• Bible translations
• DGT translation memories
• DOGC (Catalan Government)
• European Central Bank
• European Medicines Agency
• EU Bookshop
• EuroParl
• GNOME, KDE, OpenOffice, PHP, 

Ubuntu localisation files
• Global Voices News
• Croatian-English WaC
• …

• JRC-Acquis
• JW300
• Belgisch Stadsblad
• United Nations corpora
• News Commentary, WMT sets
• OpenSubtitles
• ParaCrawl
• SETIMES
• Tatoeba
• TedTalks
• Tanzil Quran Translations
• Wikipedia, WikiSource
• ...
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Some external users of OPUS

Cognitive Analysis and Statistical Methods 
for Advanced Computer Aided Translation

ACL 2016-2019 
CONFERENCE ON

MACHINE TRANSLATION (WMT)

(2) The Let’s MT project

http://opus.nlpl.eu

http://project.letsmt.eu

MT data management system

corpus repository

• data collection
• data extraction / conversion
• cross-lingual alignment
• data management

MT data management system
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MT data management system

https://opus-repository.ling.helsinki.fi

(3) The fiskmö project

corpus repository

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

Our mission
• a public parallel Finnish-Swedish corpus for cross-lingual 

research with good coverage and high quality

• a public Finnish-Swedish translation service of high quality

• improved tools for translators in Finland to support public and 
private organizations to keep bilingual content alive



https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

Jörg Tiedemann Mikko Aulamo

• alignment
• data curation
• machine translation
• user interfaces

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

Niko Papula Matias TamminenTommi Nieminen

• user data collection
• workflow integration

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/
Filip Ginter Jenna Kanerva

text

Akseli Leino

• web crawling
• bitext extraction

How does it work?

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/
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What are the benefits?
Why should you support us and what is in there for you?

• improve translation quality and quantity
• clean your data - we will help you
• we align your data and create clean translation memories
• get a locally installable customized translation engine with 

dedicated Trados plugin

This is non-profit, no costs, no commitment!
Your data and translations are save and protected!

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

translate

detect input languagemultilingual model select output
language

upload
training data

send a
translation
memory https://translate.ling.helsinki.fi

Available data (translation memories)

https://version.helsinki.fi/Helsinki-NLP/fiskmo

Embedded fiskmö MT in Trados Studio



How good is it now?
A recent result with our fiskmö benchmark test set:

• from Finnish to Swedish      BLEU    chr-F
• Google Translate          17.7       0.513
• Presidency MT              29.5       0.627
• fiskmö                            26.6       0.600

• from Swedish to Finnish      BLEU    chr-F
• Google Translate          19.2       0.564
• Presidency MT              25.6       0.612
• fiskmö                            26.1       0.623

https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/

(4) Other Collaborations

corpus repository

The collaboration with the Goethe Institut

A practical tool for translating websites
• German to Finnish (and possibly other languages)
• tuned for the content on GI websites

Language technology and AI
• Is machine translation capable of translating creative text?
• How does a machine cope with racism and political 

correctness?
• What kind of bias is in the model?

A practical translation tool

Data collection
• translated documents from the Goethe Institut
• aligning sentences with each other
• cleaning data

Training machine translation
• state-of-the-art neural network models
• start with a general purpose model
• fine-tuning with GI data



https://translate.ling.helsinki.fi/goethe

tuned on only ca 6,700 sentence pairs

The effect of customization

System BLEU

Systran 12.1

Yandex 14.8

Google 17.6

Helsinki - no tuning 17.3

Helsinki - tuned 21.4

Comparison to other systems
• reference-based evaluation (2000 sentences)

Lessons learnt

Data collection is hard (but very important!)
• only 10,000 sentence pairs in the end
• converting and cleaning takes time

Translation performance
• we can easily beat general-purpose engines
• idiomatic expressions are difficult to translate
• missing lexical coverage (e.g. bird names …)
• issues with coherence

Outlook into the future
Roadmap to an open and free translation service

• free translation services for many languages
• community effort to build resources
• better coverage of minority languages
• distributed open environment

Equal access to information is a human right!



(5) Open Translation Services

corpus repository

https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/Opus-MT

OPUS-MT

Available software:
• MT server solution based on Marian NMT
• dockerized web-app
• simple on-line translation interface

Pre-trained translation models:
• number of bilingual models: 1,042
• number of multilingual models: 43
• number of supported source languages: 180
• number of supported target languages: 173
• number of supported language pairs: 1,421

https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/Opus-MT

The future of OPUS-MT

More languages and more domains
• multilingual models and transfer learning
• low resource languages, dialects and language variants
• modular approach with exchangeable encoders/decoders
• simple fine-tuning and domain adaptation
• audio input / output

Open translation services (wish-list)
• de-centralized user-contributed translation services
• automatic load balancing
• personalized services (with feedback loops)

https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/Opus-MT
Related research in Helsinki

http://opus.nlpl.eu
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learning semantics
from > 1,000 languages

Data collection & MT
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https://blogs.helsinki.fi/fiskmo-project/
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Language Technology in Helsinki

Language Technology for low-
resource languages

CALL & paraphrasing

http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/

FSTs
Omorfi
FinPos

The Peace
Machine

Mika Hämäläinen, PhD 
student

• Language technology for low-
resource languages


• sanat.csc.fi online dictionary 
for Uralic languages


• Automatically combining 
dictionaries for different 
Uralic languages


• Automatically finding 
neologisms in old English 
letters

NLP for Finno-
Ugric languages

Creative language 
generation

senitimentator

• Where are we? Metsätalo, Unioninkatu 40 B, Helsinki
• Software at https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP
• UH research portal: https://researchportal.helsinki.fi/en/

organisations/language-technology
• Twitter: @HelsinkiNLP

http://blogs.helsinki.fi/language-technology/ 


